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1. REQUIREMENTS 

There are three principal requirements that we should like to 
meet in the design of a high current. accelerating system. The first is 
that the undesirable effects of space-charge forces within. the beam on 
beam emittance be removed or rendered insignifjcant. One practical 
approach to accomplish this is to usp a beam from the source which is 
initially large in diameter to reduce the self-forces and which can be 
accelerated very quickly to reduce the time for thp forces to act. 
Another approach is to use a Pierce-type field geometry to balance out 
the self-forces. Both approaches lead to a high fidd gradient in the 
accelerating gap or column. A second requ irement. is for reliability of 
operation against breakdown. Because of the premium placed on high 
field strength capability here, we wish, if possible, to design. the over
an system so that the chance of breakdown due to condLdons external to 
the accelerating gap is small. Our principal concern then i3 the voltage
holding properties within the col1Jmn. The thjy'd requiremer~t is for ion 
source accessibility. Under the adsumption that spr"dcing of the ion 
sour'ce is a major cause of dowT time on a preaccelerator, it is impor' 
tant to provide for fast acces::: a12d change capabEEy. In particular, on 
an experimental facility where frequert cha:r:ges may be needed, this is 
important. The use of two preinjectors with one on s t:a.ndby r;an be con" 
sidered, of course, to give iY;.crf'ased r(C;iaQitity in the case of accel
erator operation. 

H. ELECTRODE DESIGN 

To provide for a large diarnet>?r beam we have chosen to use the 
scheme of a plasma expansion cup attached to a conventional duoplas-' 
matron source, following the example of Soln.yskov 1 and others. We 
propose that the extraction grid be the firs t; el..octrodE: of the high 
gradient acceleration region. The beam wUl thus be &cce1 erated 
quickly without the delay requiTed in passing first through a focusing 
lens. The hope is that one can control the focal properties of the beam 
to some extent for any given current inten.sIty by simultaLPous adju.st
ment of the plasma density and thE" ext:racUon voEage. Use of a fiDe 
mesh grid to shape the boundary would be a welcome addition, if suc
cessful. A properly concave plasma surface wfil render the beam 
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initially converging. 
configuration of the 
mental change. 

The source position is shown in Fig. 1. The exact 
source cup and extraction grid are subject to experi-

Unless one uses an accelerating field of the appropriate shape to 
counteract the space-charge forces, there will be some divergence of 
the beam. We can obtain some idea of the dependence on beam size and 
field gradient by assuming a uniform accelerating field. If one further 
assumes a cylindrical beam of radius R and of uniform charge density, 
which remains uniform across the beam diameter, one can derive an 
expression for the divergence of the ion beam after acceleration through 
some potential drop. This is given approximately for a particle at the 
edge of the beam by 

9 - ;R~-~ev V In 
V o 

for a long beam with neglect of end effects. The beam here is assumed 
paral.1el as it crosses the surface of potential V 0 relative to the source. 
For a given final potential V one notes the divergence angle to be pro
portional to beam current I and inversely proportional to beam radius 
and to field strength E. For constant gradient and variable V there 1S 

a maximum 9 for In V Iv 0 = 2. As an example we may consider a 
beam of 4 cm radius accelerated through a column or gap of 30 cm length. 
If the initial potential of the parallel beam is V 0 =: -,3 50 kV and the final 
potential. V 1s-500 kV, the angle 9 becomes 6 x 10 radialls. If V is 
changed to - 1000 kV, 9 becomes 2.6 x 10- 3 radians. This divergence 
is comparable with the spreading which results from thermal motion of 
the ions at the source but: does not pl ay the same role in determining 
beam emittance. 

When a short high gradient accelerating column is considered, 
one is led to wonder if a single-gap two-electrode accelerator is feasible. 
If the field in such a gap were converging, it would tend to offset the 
beam divergence due to space-charge forces, to the diverging aperture 
lens at the gap exit and to the absence of focusing electrodes between 
source and gap entrance. A simple converging field geometry, not of 
the Pierce type, is given by concentric spherical electrodes as shown 
in Fig. 2. 

The optics of the system is gIVen by the formulas in the figure 
where f is the focal length of the exit aperture lens and F is the distance 
of focus from this aperture for a beam, which, starting from rest, is 
accelerated radially between the spheres. The drawing is for the special 
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case of the sphere radii having the ratio of 4/3, which renders the 
beam paraEel beyond the exit. 

Aside from the questioE of adequate voltage inS1Jlation bf;tween the 
electrodes in vacuum, there is the problem of insulation at the boundary 
between vacuum and external pressure. One approach is to take the beam 
out through a grounded tube which passes through a high voltage bushing 
support for the high potential sphere. Another approach is to dist,ort the 
electrode shapes to give a spherical field in the beam region when the 
grounded electrode is bent back to surrourd the high voltage electrode 
as shown in Fig. 2. The shapes given there were determined in an e1ec-' 
trolytic tank and give closely the required field shape. A similar geome~ 
try, except for cylindrical electrodes, is used successfully as an electron 
gun 2 on the MURA 50 MeV accelerator. ]r thIS arrangemeEt, the source 
leads enter through a high voltage bushing which supports the high voltage 
electrode. 

Of prime concern in such a two-electrode system for the 500 to 
1000 kV range is the large area of the electrodes in vacuum. Througb 
the" area effect", one can expect to hold less voltage for large than for 
small area. For small gaps between stainless st.eel electrodes wlth-' " 
standing of the order of 100 kV

f 
the breakdown voltage, ariE-'s w: 1.h area.::' 

approximately as~L ::: (A ')0. 5. 
\1' A 

A way to reduce the elec~rode area requi red is t.o use a multi~' 
electrode design, the usual practice, to ald in distriblJtions of the 
poier.tlal across the gap. If one does this but keeps the re ·~er::~rar:i, 
electrode shape suggested by Fig. 2., OEe obtaiLs a design shown. in 
principle, in Fig. 3. The elecrode area exposed to the t,0i:a2 voltage 
difference is now greatJy reduced, although the a,ea of eclJ.ch electrode 
is sf,l11 qU~+:E laege. The "to~al -,/ohage et"fc>ct", however, whereby i,hE:' 
breakdown voltage abuve 100 kV is approximately proportional to SqUCi" 

root of electrode separariorc, is not now so severe. The voltage is 
divided across the several gaps of Fig. '3 by a.n external vol tage divider 
(not shown). A further benefH resulting from use of the iLtermedla1:e 
e] ectrodes should be a reduction in x'~ ray intensi ty. ,11 is clear that i,here 
exists good shielding of the ceramlc rings from the beam. 

There are certain problems of mechanicb.l design assoclai(Cd with 
the sketch of Fig. 3. In addition, aC'cess to the ion source is limited, 
aUowing removal of no more than the Clament holder through the high 
voltage bushing. A large diameter acceSs char;.nel would be possible by 
this route only by use of ceramic rings of q:ate large diameter. 
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In the interest of achieving a high gradient column with good acces'~ 
sibility to the ion source as well as to the exit beam, we considered it 
prudent for the present to use a multi -el ectrode design with a more nearly 
conventional. arrangement of the ceramic insulators. This:i.s the design 
of Fig. 1, which still retains a converging field with the optics of Fig. 2. 
The accelerating gap is 30 cm long. The thin spherical electrodes have 
supports which flare out to a longer ceramic column of 21-inch length 
having 14 sections. A variable extraction voltage is applied across the 
first two sections while the other sections have an equal voltage differen e 
across them. 

The required field was achieved in an electrolytic tank by 
John Spooner with only the top and bottom spherical electrodes in place 
together with the z -shaped portions of the other eleven electrodes. 
This meant that the remaining electrodes of spherical shape could be 
placed along already existing equipotential surfaces. One can thereby 
hope that with accurate placement, the thin electrode edges w:lll not be 
prone to voltage breakdown and will offer only a small pert1~Tbat[o[' in the 
field distribution due to finite electrode thickness. The thickness pI anned 
is 1/16 inch. 

If the exIt aperture in the last e1 ectrodp is covered by a grid, t.he 
beam optics will, of course, be changed. The exit lens action is remo'vpd 
and an otherwise parallel beam will converge, except for space-charge 
effects, toward a minimum at the Ct-Cntt.~r of the spheres. 

The electrode material havir'g the best voltage ho';ding propertles 
in the 100 k\' range that has come to our attention is a titanium alloy, 
Ti-7 AI-A Mo. Furthermore, since it has a thermal coefficient of e')i 

pans ion which closely matches that of the ceramic l'lngs, it becomes a 
good ring spacer material. Certa;,n voltage tests which we ha'<,e carr.'ied 
out on 304 stainless steel indicate ;hat this also may be suit~able. These 
included tests of a 0.9 em gap between t.he end of a thin '-walled right 
circu~.ar cylinder of 10-inch diamE:i'2r and a plane. A cylinder of 1/16" 
inch waE held dc voltages well beyor:d 100 kV without brea.kdown wher:'. 
the gap was paralleled with a 0.02 fL f capacitor. In thr:: column a \ToEage 
gradienl of 75 kV per gap, when" the rniniml"m spaciEg is 1 em, would 
give over 900 kV for the tot.al accel.er'ating voltage. 

The ceramic rings are 16 mche.s outer diameter. Each ring is 1·~ 

inch thick by 1-15/32 inches high and is ::::,ecessed at the ends as may be 
seen in Fig. 1. ThIS is to take ad'va¥lt4g e of any impro" ement iE abl~ i'~v 
to hold voltage, as observed by otU~r s - when the cathode end Ls re('f"ssed. 
The rings will be vinyl sealed together. 
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In assembly the electrodes will be inserted into the column through 
the high voltage end. A jigging arrangement will permit accurate posi
tioning of each spherical electrode with its attached z-shaped portion 
before it is connected to its conical support. 

III. PRESSURIZED SHELL ASSElVIBL Y 

In order to diminish the possibility of voltage breakdown outside 
the accelerator column, we decided to enclose the column in a pres
surized atmosphere. A practical way to do this is to use a filament
wound fiberglass vessel as shown in Fig. 1. Such items are com
mercially made in a variety of sizes for rocket motor cases and 
chemical tanks. The vessel we plan to use is wound onto end flanges 
that were machined here at lVIURA. The wall thickness is 1/8 inch with 
an addItional 1/16 -inch butyl rubber liner to seal the fiberglass for SF'6 
up to 100 lbs/in2 . The rubber can be made semiconduct.Lve to allow 
accumulated charge on the wall to drain ofL The vessel is 42 inches 
inside diameter and 84 inches long. 

There is a 17 -inch diameter access channel to the source, which 
remains at atmospheric pressure. Bellows in this tube allow for some 
stretching of the pressurjzed Lank. 'r'he columnLs under compression 
when evacuated and approximately Dt:cuLr'al when up to air. Source 
changes are thus possible without the need to disturb tank pressure. 

Each column electrode is cOEneci:ed to external corona rings on 
the fiberglass shell. A resistor s l:ring, not shown, divides the voltage 
here. The resisi;ors can readily be changed if one should wish to alter 
the field distribution within the column. The position of the column with
in the tank can be Changed, of coUt"se, from that shown by changing the 
electrode leads and the relati'Ie leng':hs of the S01:trce and beam exit 
channels. 

Should one wish to test other electrode configurations, the tank 
should be capable of accommodating desigEs which vary greatly in 
electrode and insulator structure from that described here. 

KELLEY: It looks as though there are several places in that deSign, 
first of all where electrons can be trapped from the magnetic field that 
YOll use for shaping the plasma surface. And I think you might get 
pigging trouble in those regions. Have you tested this? 

CURTIS: No, this design has not been tested. The magnetic field indicated 
in the region of the cup may be undesirable and perhaps unnecessary. 
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KELLEY: We don't find it necessary to have a labyrinth sort of arrange" 
meniwith a many bounce path between column and the beam. It seems 
that just barely shadowing is all that is necessary. 

CURTIS: We wondered if this was really necessary and thought that the 
design might be a bit conservative in this respect. 

KELLEY: Did I understar:d that your thin sheets now along equipotentials 
were there so that when you have the beam you will still force equLpotee~ 
tials at those places? Otherwise you don't need any electrode surface 
there. 

CURTIS: One should not need any electrodes, except that they do redl:ce 
the area of t.he total gap and may therefore aid the voltage - holding abill ty. 
They also should reduce the x'-ray level. We may actually remove ',hem, 
deper:ding on what experience tells us. 

VAN STEENBERGEN: Does it make much difference in equipotentia1 
distribu'Lion outside, say, the beam region, if the hlgh intensit.y beam 
is presEEt or not? Are the electrodes at the correct place with be am ? 

CTJRTJS: They are in the corree!, p':,a<ewii,hout beam ai,; desigDed. It 
dOesI': If, make a lot of difference ~vhe:her i,he beam is present or not. 
This, of course, deperi,ds on the ruagruL',de of beam current, For a 
200 mA beam of 4 em radius, the potec,ial at the cer1er of :,he beam 
i;:;creases by a few hur;d~"ed voH.:;. One can cOlnpare this with a voltage 
gradieri of approximatply 20 k \' i (:m for &. t01,al voltage of 600 kV to dpter~' 
mine the displacement of ~he EQ1,;;,pof.E'rtial surfaces. Now it is possible, 
by val~:vIl'1g the voltage on 1.hest: d;,cj;:'o'les to push the potential surfaces 
a~o01wd quite freely. So I thr k 1i:; may be possible Lo adjust the y ohage 
dlSU:ibuL~on externally and adc2qu ate]y corre ,1 any troub1 e result~y>g from 
dispJ~3.CemeY11 of the potEntial s~,.,rface5 by the beam. 

PR.IEST: Lamb ',vas saying that he had dO!'le exactly what you are say:::.g 
and w';;:; have done it too. We vary the poi,ential on these electrodes ard 
get very good beam con~;rol and then having ~'ound out what the potential 
djstr.l.bution is we then redesign the thing so that it doesn:t need this 
Ii ariation. There is one comment I would like to make. It may be ap
plic-able in this case, I am not Sl:re. In electron gUf'S which are at all 
sophisticated where we really want to get a clean beam and the mir: . .imum 
amount of interception at the anode and so forth, we fmd Wf; have to pay 
\ ery special attention to the geometry at the edge of the cathode. And 
the thing we call the focus electrode, which is the element that does the 
r:eld shaping, which surrounds the cathode and normally is at the same 
potential, has to be put in e)lactly the right place. 1 mean within a mll 
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or so or you get into trouble. We found that we have to pay very good 
attention to this, and a trick we found we can play to overcome the effect 
of poor tolerances or misalignment is to insulate this electrode so that 
in the case of electrons we can put a little negative voltage on it, maybe 
20 or 30 V. This does wonders to clean up the beam and I suppose if you 
put a positive voltage on thi.s in your ('ase it might do the same. 

CURTIS: Is this again with a Pierce--type geometry? 

PRIEST: Yes, I have seen seT;eral of these drawn here in the course of 
the day. 

CURTIS: We also found that similar electrode biasing in a Pierce elec
t.ron gun we once built was quite effective. 

MARTIN, J. H.: In regard to breakdown, how much better is this 
titan.ium alloy than some good stainless steels? 

CURTIS: Of course, different people who make measuTemen.ts on the 
same materials do not always obtain the same results. Comparison 
measurements were made by Ion Physics Corporation people. At the 
same time that they reachedc 80 KV across a 1 mm gap for buff-polished 
1'i alloy electrodes of 20 cm 

2 
area, they could hold only 60 kV for 304 

sta.mless steel. They achieved, 1 believe, 110 kV for optically polished 
Ti alloy. 

WROE: I am thoroughly cor~vir~ced I,hat there~s this dlfference between 
long ar::d short gaps and I woul.dn It; consIder extrapolating that result into 
a long gap for instance. 1 mean that tbis difference in mateC"ials may 
r:::.ot apply either. 

CORTIS:~{es, I am quite aware of that. We mi:",y be Just as wen off wIt.h 
sta~nless asw ith titanium alloy for long gaps. These short gap figures 
are just the only cornparative information l bave. There are, of course, 
sP\/eral relatively high fi.eld sh02t lEter.=:lectrode gaps in the column 
design which I have described. 
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